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We're doing War Iron Golems is a warband from the Warcry Starter set and they're very tough. Dressed in metal armor and marching in line behind large shields, they are the most resilient of all chaos warbands. If you want to play Warcry a little more defensively and tactically than some of the more aggressive warbands, and if you like painting metals, iron
golems can be the right warband for you. The affiliate link disclosureAge Miniature is a member of the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide funds for sites to earn advertising fees through advertising and links to Amazon.com.Affiliate links may occur on this page. This site is also involved in other
affiliate programs and is compensated for link traffic and business to these companies. Find out more about our partnership links here. Background and knowledge of the Iron Golems Warband Iron Golems come from the Ferrium Mountains in Chamonk, the realm of metal, and unlike most other warbands, their lives are not all about destruction, looting and
theft. They are blacksmiths as well as warriors, and came to Bloodwind Spoil to become the beloved suppliers of Arhaona weapons and armor. As warriors, they are also less chaotic than other Chaos Warbands. They fight like a well-drilled army, with great discipline and, to a large extent, quite defensively. They are all about order and control in the service
of Chaos. This doesn't make them good guys at all, however, as they only respect strength and show no compassion for weakness of any kind. In the Warcry anthology, the story of Iron Promise, follows a small detachment of iron Golems sent to check the missing arms shipments from Chaos Duardin.Something or someone rips the forge of the duardine
apart from the inside, and the iron golems are sent to the depths on a classic monster hunt, where the monster is something completely different from what you expect. This is one of the best stories in the collection, so I won't spoil it for you, but it demonstrates how iron Golems warband usually fights: They move in tight rows, pushing the enemy into a corner
and wearing them down with hammers, withstanding enemy attacks with their armor and shields. Review and score points for fighters in Iron Golems WarbandNote: If you haven't read the ground rules for Warcry before reading this article, it would be helpful to know that the game's abilities are activated with the 6 dice you throw at the beginning of your
queue. If the two bones show the same value, they can be used to activate the dual ability. If three show the same value, they can be used for triple ability, and so on. So when this article refers to the ability to be double, triple or quad, this applies to this system. It may seem a little confusing, but it doesn't take time, Used to when you start playingDominar:
175 pointsThe Dominar is the leader of the warband, and he is designed to lead from the front. His three Force 5 attacks are strong in themselves, but on top of those, Dominar has access to two cheap abilities that increase his own output of damage. Spine-crushing Blow is a double that adds value to the dice cast used to force the next attack made by the
Dominicar. Since Dominar already has the power of 5 attacks, this ability is mainly useful for hitting very high-strength enemies such as splintered Fang fighters with shields or other iron golem warbands. Most of the time, Force 5 will be more than enough, but the spine-crushing kick is cheap if you need it, and even a double roll 1 should be enough to get the
desired effect. Lead with force is a double, allowing Dominar to make a bonus move or attack action if they took the enemy fighter down in the same activation. This is a very cheap ability to take off, especially if you did some damage to enemy fighters near your Dominar with other fighters in the first place. If the dice rolls on your side, you can pull out two
fighters in one activation with little effort. As a front-line leader, Dominar doesn't synergize that much with the other fighters in your warband, but if you want to keep him alive longer, put him in a battle group with Signifer, which can buff Dominar's strength to 5 (more on that below). Ogor Breacher: 235 points Gorogorsk violation is one of the most unique
assets of the iron golems. He has a whopping 30 wounds and 5 strength, which makes it very, very difficult to kill. His attacks are as extreme as his defense. It only has 2 attacks, but they have a force of 6, damage 4 and critical damage 8.In short, it hits very hard, but if you use a versatile ability like the onslaught that gives you the No.1 to attack the fighter,
his maximum damage result is not so high. Ogor Breacher has access to one unique triple ability, Living Battering Ram, which allows you to do damage equal to the dice roll used for a single fighter within 1 inch, where Breacher ends his next step action in this activation. This ability can be used pretty straight to do some damage to the fighter you are about
to attack after the action move, but under the right circumstances, it can also allow you to pull out injured fighters without getting stuck where they stood. If, for example, you have a triple roll of four, and an enemy fighter with only four wounds on the left is within the reach of your move, you can activate Living Battering Ram, move within 1 inch of that fighter
and kill it with the ability, then use the second action to take another step towards the target or more you have to go. Ogor Breacher, then, can live up to his name and be unstoppable by the force crashing through enemy lines, but with Crazy defense characteristics, it can just as well be a immovable object you place on top of a goal or treasure your not want
to let go. Signifer: 120 pointsThe Signifer has a solid remedy of damage, strength and wounds, but if you want it in your warband, it should be because of its primary function, which is to use its unique triple ability, The Defiant Stand.Stand Defiant doubles down on the signature characteristic of The Golems Iron: Their high Toughness.It allows you to add 1 to
the characteristic for your people within 6 inches. It's a great ability, both because it allows you to keep those of your fighters who are only Strength 4 alive longer (because the enemy will be less likely to score a punch against them), and because it can make your cheap shield-carrying Iron Legionnaires Fighters Strength 6.Having low-level fighters with
strength 6 may sound like redundant, but it can be great in that sense that it can force your opponent to risk their expensive high strength fighters (which may not even hit at all!) by removing one of your cheapest fighters from the target. I generally think that high defense of the iron golems is best used tactically as a way to force the enemy to spend their
activation on attacks that have a low chance of pulling the target, but we will discuss it further in the Strategy section further down. Prefect: 125 points Prefector is an alternative build option for Signifer.He loses the ability to Stand Defiant, but gets an extra point in critical damage. It doesn't look like a great upgrade if the upgrade is at all, but the prefecture
also gets access to the spine crush kick, the double that it shares with Dominar, and if it's used, even on a double one, its strength is characteristic of jumping to 5, and it's suddenly a cheap dominar in terms of potential damage output. So, if you want to run a little more offensive-minded Iron Golem warband, the prefecture is a good choice over Signifer.He
also looks pretty cool and can be assembled with an Untamed Beasts helmet in your left hand for maximum taunt value if you play against them. Drillmaster: 125 pointsThe Drillmaster is a very versatile fighter, both with a good melee attack and a 3-inch range of attack with a force of 4.Her main feature, however, is that it has access to the quad-core ability
of the Golem iron, appropriately named Whirlwind.This ability allows you to do damage equal to the cost of the roll used for Triple for each enemy fighter within 3 inches. If you have a Triple 6 and can reach a large group of enemies standing close together, this ability is destructive. The only downside of Dry McMaster is that she's not as tough as some of the
others Although it would be unfair squishy warbands such as Cypher Lords Lords Drillmaster glass cannon, it has no strength to stay alive after pirouettes in a group of enemies if any of them survive to take revenge. If you want to save her life, perhaps on the second whirlwind of death in a later activation, bring Signifer and his Stand Defiant ability together.
Iron Legionary: 80 pointsThe Iron Legionary has a fairly weak attack, but that's fine, since his or her role is determined by a large shield that gives the fighter the strength of 5.This makes the Iron Legionnaire a very cheap objective holder, and if you put next to Signifer, the strength can approach 6 so even the strongest enemies will have a pretty hard time
killing an iron legionnaire in one shot. Like all other iron Golem warband fighters, the Iron Legionnaire also has access to the double ability of Throw Bolas, allowing them to roll 2 dice, and do 1 damage on each 4-5 roll or damage equal to the cost of a double roll on 6 enemy fighter. If you have a high cost Double, this is an excellent ability to use, especially if
you need a range because you are standing on target or in an important tactical position, as you should do with this shield. Iron Legionary with Bolas: 65 pointsThe Iron Legionary with Bolas is the cheapest fighter available for iron Golems.He has the same attack as a legionnaire with a shield, but loses strength in favor of a range of 3 attacks with his
Bolas.Since, in my opinion, you will have access to the ability to throw Bolas most of the time, you really don't need that extra range of 3 attacks, but if you have an idea for a go to an iron range of attacks. , Iron Legionnaire with Bolas is a cheap option for him. Iron Legionary with Twin Hammers: 70 pointsThe Iron Legion with Twin Hammers is another
version of the weapon included Iron Golems with the same body as the legionnaire with pains. It's not impressive in any way, except that it turns into a Toughness 5 fighter if it is in the Range of Stand Defiant Ability Signifer, making it an equal unbuffed Shield Legionnaire, but with an extra attack. Since you usually won't mind the enemy getting into a melee,
an additional attack is a good choice, but if you have access to multiple kits, more legionnaires with shields will probably give you more control over the board than this pretty average fighter. Armator: 90 pointsArmator is strange. Being duardin, he is very slow (movement 3! natural sprinters really...) and his attack is the same as the melee attack Drillmaster,
with one lesser point in critical damage. He has 12 wounds, which is 2 more than the standard legionnaire and 3 less than the other specialists in the warband.... And that's it. He doesn't have access to any special abilities and he doesn't really synergy with any of the other fighters. That, he doesn't have in tactical tactical It will end up in a clean eye candy. He
is our first real look at the Chaos of Duardin in the age of Sigmar, for the sake of Grungni/Hasut! (I love duardine, sorry.) He looks great in the warband as a diminutive counterweight to the massive Ogor Breacher mass, and since he's a reasonable enough fighter who can't keep up with the rest of your offense, he's best used in a defensive position on target
or to support another goal holder. But, again, most of all it looks really cool, and the warband blacksmiths need a duardine. Ability for iron Golems WarbandThrow Bolas (double, each): Choose a fighter within 6 inches of your fighter, roll 2 dice. At each four or five, to do 1 fighter damage. On each 6, do damage equal to the value of the roll used for the
Double.Spine crushing kick (double, Dominar and prefector): Add the value of the roll used for the double force of the next attack action with a range of 3 or less from this fighter. Lead with Force (Double, Dominar): If Dominar shot down an enemy fighter this activation, Dominar then makes a bonus move action or bonus attack action. Living Battering Ram
(Triple, Ogor Breacher): Next time this fighter finishes the action motion in this activation within 1 inch of the enemy, highlight the damage equal to the cost of the roll, used for Triple Enemy within 1 inch of Ogor BreacherStand Defiant (Triple, Signifer): Add 1 to the strength of fighters within 6 inches of Signifer for the rest of the roundWhirlwind death (quad,
Drillmaster): Do damage equal to the cost of the roll used for the quadcopter for each enemy fighter within 3 inches of drillmasterStrategy and tactics for the Goalhams. They can't be described as a good multi-headed warband as there are a lot of aggression-based winning conditions they will struggle to win because they are quite slow and not much range.
Whether you're playing defense, however, or if you're new and want to stay alive long enough to learn how the game works, the high strength and good defensive ability of the iron golems are great for just keeping your ground while the enemy spends their attacks on well armored fighters. If you have the right dice rolls for it and you position your fighters
right, your Dominar, Ogor Breacher and Drillmaster can do a lot of damage. Although you don't have many range attacks, you can really wash out a lot of low-injured enemies with Dominar and Drillmaster abilities.If you want to play aggressively, the prefecture helps your warband lean in that direction. Finally, Signifer allows some of your cheap fighters to
become almost impenetrable walls of metal, so if you lure the enemy into a situation where they have to attack polished iron legionnaires to get to where they want to go, you you Really slow them down while you tow your strong fighters wherever you want to strike. Even though they can be tricky to play, I still recommend Golems Iron to beginners, because
while they may be hard to win with, their abilities and common themes are easy to understand and play. Pros and cons of Iron Golems WarbandPros: high strength and abilities that improve it very hard to kill some invulnerable fighters (Ogor Breacher, in particular)Cons:- Slow, lack of good mobility abilities- Few viable options for attack with range on, than 1
inch Differentiated assembly variants and how to buy Iron Golems WarbandThe Iron Go Lems are available either as part of the Warcry Starter set or as a standalone Warband.The Warband for Iron Golems contains the following miniatures:1 Dominar1 Drillmaster1 Ogor Breacher1 Prefector/Signifer1 Armator3 Iron Legionaries There are not many different
assembly options on the Cast of Iron Golems. Your most important choice is if you want either Signifer or Prefecture, and this choice depends mainly on how much you want to play in a defensive hardness-based warband. If so, go to Signifer.Next, you can choose if one of your Iron Legionnaire fighters should have Twin Hammers or Hammer and Bolas.As
outlined above, having Bolas isn't going to change that much for you, and bolas assembly is also more likely to break during transportation, so this is another good reason to go for double hammers. If you draw iron golems mostly for display, however, Bola's swinging fighter looks great and adds some variety to the warband silhouettes, so it may be worth
taking for this reason alone. Building your warband so it just looks great is nothing to be ashamed of. If you end up creating your warband from multiple kits, note that the weapons of the two shield-bearing iron legionnaires can be replaced without much need for filing or greenstuff, so you can have four different shield-legionaries of the two sets with no
conversion skills, even if it doesn't say so in the assembly instructions. You just have to clip a little more by hand with a hammer to make it fit for other fighters. You can also buy a box of iron golems where you get twice as many models. This is good if you are interested in having a different build than usual or if you want to play a campaign (where your
warband will grow). Tips for painting iron GolemsAre your Iron Golems epic cool? Then I really want to show them here. You can read more on how to do it here. Iron Golems can be painted large in no time at all because of one separate While other warband have feathers, fabric, jewelry, hair and bones, absolutely everything is on Golem iron or metal or
leather. So if you choose the color of your skin and maybe only two metallic colors, you you Go. Grey leather in an art box for iron golems is quite easy to make with only white or gray undercoat and light gray wash, and the metal will look good with almost any wash or one of the contrasting colors. If you want to weather out a messy metallic look, I can
recommend using some of the new contrasting skintons such as Darkoath Flesh right on Balthasar Gold or Leadbelcher, but good old Reikland Fleshshade will also do just fine. I painted my iron Golems (in this case, Armator, of course) with a grey-blue leather that is just a grey Seer coat with a Drakenhof Nightshade wash and a few highlights, and armor in
Warplock Bronze with the mixture of washes and contrast paint mentioned above. I used the Reikland Fleshshade Gloss to give it a shiny metallic look, and Nuln Oil Gloss on the new Iron Warriors paint for weapons. It takes a few hours on the mini and looks good on the table. Games Workshop's own Duncan has an easy-to-follow tutorial for painting
Golema's iron in a scheme close to the art box here. In here.
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